GENERAL TIPS
• Remember that people are scanning social media feeds and have short attention spans. Less is more.
• Use everyday language that your audiences will understand. Avoid overuse of acronyms.
• Watch for national awareness days/events, participate and cross-promote across your social media channels.
• Consider carefully which social media channels to open and participate in. Each channel requires “care and feeding” to keep it active and alive. An inactive channel signals that the institution is inactive.

TWITTER
• Tweet every day, multiple times a day if your schedule allows.
• Aim for a balance of sharing your center’s content, retweeting NSF and affiliate content, and participating in conversation threads.
• Use hashtags and Twitter handles in your tweets to encourage sharing across the platform.
• Include a photo that helps illustrate your tweet whenever possible (see example to the right).

FACEBOOK
• Facebook is similar to Twitter, but it isn’t as necessary to be as “up to the minute” as you would be on Twitter. A post a day on Facebook is sufficient for an ERC.
• Facebook is a bit more visual than Twitter, which tends to be more “newsy.” Make sure to include photos with your Facebook posts whenever possible.
• Like Twitter, share center content, “like” affiliates and their posts, and participate in online conversations.

LINKEDIN
• LinkedIn is an excellent platform for projecting a professional presence and connecting with industry affiliates. Post in a manner similar to Facebook.

SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS
This is something our center is experimenting with in the 2019-2020 school year. We will be recruiting CNT-affiliated students to live-tweet events and post about CNT-related experiences on most of our social media channels. To secure student commitment, it’s good to have them sign a contract and pay them for their time at a a work-study student rate. The peer-to-peer voice a student can provide on social media is a promising way to increase engagement and the amount of postings a center can produce. We are happy to share contract templates with other ERCs (see contact info below).

For more information
CNT Communications Director, Wayne Gillam, wgillam@uw.edu or 206.221.7595